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Abstract: Cybersecurity professionals rely heavily on Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to identify as well as stop potential dangers. 

Networks may be better protected with the use of IDS. A variety of Machine Learning (ML) approaches are aimed at the development of 

successful IDSs. Ensemble methods in ML have a history of successful learning. This research proposes a cutting-edge IDS using ensemble 

methods of ML. This research used preprocessing data after the CICIDS-2017 dataset to enhance classification accuracy and suppress false 

positives. Using ML methods including Logistic Regression, XGBoost (XGB) ID classifiers, along with Light Gradient Boosting Machine 

(LGBM) classifiers, proposes an IDS. An ensemble technique classifier was applied after these models were trained, and accuracy was 

obtained. The suggested model also includes the Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) algorithm Local interpretable model-agnostic 

explanation (LIME), which makes the for reliable ID easier to understand and explain. The XAI LIME is faster, more responsive, and 

easier to explain. 
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1. Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the use of a representations set 

as well as techniques to extract useful information from a 

large dataset. Furthermore, people cannot put their faith in 

an AI system because of issues with data quality, 

complicated methodology, accountability, and the level of 

expertise of AI engineers [1]. Recent years have shown that 

ML-based IDSs are successful; in particular, deep neural 

networks advance the detection rates of IDS models. As 

models grow difficult, however, people have a much harder 

time understanding the reasoning behind their decisions [2].  

To make this model more realistic, the use of well-known 

space data (i.e., CIA standards) and test it on an organisation 

disruption discovery experiment to validate this methods 

[3]. This paper tackles this problem by presenting an 

informative HPCDR ML framework.  This technique 

locates the dangerous instructions inside an application by 

identifying and removing its most damaging temporary 

window. This allows the user to easily find the appropriate 

transparency [4]. A detailed examination of AI and XAI-

based tactics applied in the production 4.0 scenario is 

offered in this article. It begins with a quick overview of the 

technology that enable Industry. [5].  

The paper summarises recent advancements in the area and 

shows three classification tasks where it explains Deep 

Learning (DL) model predictions using LIME. In an effort 

to simplify them, LIME assesses these complicated models 

using three different categorization tasks [6]. This aims to 

highpoint the capabilities of using XAI for framework 

applications in this context. by going over the most typical 

problems that crop up when using XAI to these types of 

tasks. The next step is an analysis of the most current 

research trends and a review of the most recent publications 

on the topic [7]. It provides a taxonomy for XAI approaches 

that takes into account several security features and threat 

models related to cyber security [8].  

The rest of the research is organized as follows. Section 2 

reviews some of the previous studies that related to ID. The 

proposed method is detailed in section 3 then its results 

discussion is made in section 4. Section 5 gives the research 

conclusion followed by the references. 

2. Literature Review    

Abou El Houda et al. [9] provided a XAI-based outline to 

describe any critical DL-based choices for IoT-related IDSs. 

To identify disruptions associated with the Internet of 

Things (IoT), the system trusts on a IDS for IoT 

organizations, additionally this research develops using 
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deep brain organization. In addition to Deep Neural 

Network (DNN) based model, this structure also makes use 

of three basic XAI procedures: RuleFit, LIME, as well as 

SHapley Additive explanations (SHAP). The system may 

deliver both local as well as global details, which helps with 

the understanding of DL judgements. 

Barnard et al. [10] provide a two-stage for the detection of 

network intrusions. By explaining supervised ID model, 

XGB, which uses extreme gradient boosting using the 

SHAP framework. In the second phase, an auto-encoder is 

trained using these explanations to distinguish between 

previously observed and new assaults. Zhang et al. the 

eleventh current literature on XAI techniques for digital 

protection applications is comprehensively reviewed in this 

overview. Artificial Intelligence, including ML and DL, 

commonly used in the domains of network including 

interruption finding, virus identification, and spam sorting, 

as a result of the quick growth of Internet-connected systems 

and AI in latest times. The survey's goal is to discourse by 

offering a thorough and current examination of XAI 

solutions that may be used to address issues in the field of 

cyber security. 

Javed et al. [12] Additionally the idea of XAI for smart 

cities, many use cases of XAI technology, applications, 

challenges, another results, as well as ways to improve 

research. There is a lot of information on the research and 

activities that have gone into developing XAI for smart 

cities, including the attempts to standardize it. It reviews 

several technical challenges and summarize the lessons 

learned from cutting-edge research to illuminate fresh 

avenues for future.  

Reyes et al. in [13] highlighted a wireless network IDS 

(WNIDS) based on ML to efficiently identify assaults on 

Wi-Fi networks. In the proposed WNIDS, there are two 

interdependent steps. At each level, a ML model is created 

to categorize the organization's information into either the 

usual or specific attack classes. The WNIDS ML model is 

trained and validated by the Aegean Wi-Fi Intrusion Dataset 

(AWID). Some story selection algorithms were used to 

choose the ideal set of features for the WNIDS. 

 Liu et al. [14] provided FAIXID, a framework that may 

simplify ID alerts via the use of XAI as well as data cleaning 

techniques. The ability to swiftly remove false positives aids 

cyber analysts in drawing extra learnt conclusions. 

Members of the Fernandez et al. [15] outlined a thorough 

evaluation of the evolving fuzzy systems research field is 

the goal of this contribution. Doing so requires asking and 

answering the "4 W" questions designed to shed light on the 

relevance and situation of the topic at hand. It will be 

specifically described how evolving fuzzy systems may be 

explained, when they were formed, what they are recycled 

for, as well as where researchers should concentrate their 

efforts in this field in the future. 

Thakker et al. [16] took into consideration Semantic Web 

technologies and investigates the notion of "XAI" as a 

subset of the " XAI" issue. It is shown using a smart city 

flood observing application within the framework of a plan 

financed by the European Commission. In order to keep an 

eye on potential flood problems, it is necessary to track 

drainage and gullies in key geographical regions. One 

common method for dealing with this problem is to use 

cameras to capture real-time images of the impacted regions 

as they are being covered by different items, such as plastic 

bottles, leaves, and so on. and develop a DL classifier to 

detect obstructions and identify these things using the 

photos' coverage and existence. 

2.1. Significance of the Study 

This research used the CICIDS-2017 dataset to train an IDS. 

An important aspect of ID is selecting appropriate 

characteristics. The literature found that certain 

characteristics are necessary for all assaults, while others are 

either partly necessary, are not necessary at all, or are only 

necessary for some attacks. The CICIDS-2017 dataset 

contains 76 characteristics that may be used for IDS training 

and testing purposes. In an effort to enhance classification 

accuracy, the CICIDS-2017 dataset down to ten 

characteristics based on this research. In order to choose 

amongst trust measurement models, improve untrustworthy 

models, and get insights into text domain predictions, 

explanations have proved effective for both experts and 

non-experts. Therefore, after the application of the ML 

models, the authors generated LIME observations for 

Logistic Regression, XGB ML classifier and the LGBM 

classifier. Despite these efforts, there are still problems with 

attack detection and prediction. So, here are some things that 

this effort has contributed: 

• Train several ML classifiers, such as LR, LGBM, and 

XGB, using an IoT network detail dataset. 

• All of the ML models should be trained using the 

dataset. 

• Determine the accuracy of each ML model in detecting 

malware in IoT networks. 

• Following a thorough evaluation of each ML model, 

the XGB model emerged victorious. Therefore, the 

XGB model successfully identifies malware in IoT 

networks, according to research. 

• The XAI algorithm LIME enhances understanding as 

well as explainability, which is the last step towards 

trustworthy ID. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Dataset 

Information on network traffic is included in the CICIDS-
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2017 dataset, which is composed of network data. The 

dataset includes both normal and abnormal network data. 

This method involves merging four files from this dataset. 

Both normal network data and network data containing an 

anomaly will be found in each of these four files. Data for 

four distinct types of anomaly are included in each of the 

four files. This dataset is used since the network trained 

using this data set performs admirably in identifying 

networks that include abnormalities [17]. The dataset is split 

into training and testing data as output into data loading. 

3.2. Data Loading 

The data loading uses the input which is split into training 

data and testing data. The input of raw data is the first stage 

of any ML study. A dataset made up of log files or a 

database may include this raw information. It began by 

merging all eight files that made up the dataset into a single 

one. Pandas also provides a full set of tools for working with 

the data that will be loaded, including functions made by sci-

kit-learn, a Python open-source ML package, and simulated 

data. The data loading output is fed to the preprocessing 

data. 

3.3. Preprocessing of Data 

The preprocessing data gets input from data loading. The 

CICIDS dataset was standardised using StandardScaler, 

following the principle of "garbage in, garbage out." When 

working with Pandas, you can simply use None or NaN to 

indicate that data is missing. Therefore, it is necessary to 

remove null values from a data frame. Due to the large 

volume and high number of null values in the dataset, the 

drop.null() method was used to eliminate the rows and 

columns that included these values. 

In order to eliminate any unnecessary data, the dataset will 

undergo pre-processing. Both the efficiency and speed of 

training the XGB model will be enhanced as a consequence. 

Before training the XGB model, the dataset must undergo 

pre-processing to transform the data into a.csv file. 

Additionally, the dataset must have all superfluous data 

deleted. The dataset has the unnecessary labels removed. 

After the.csv file is formed, a new column called "label" is 

added to it. The information in this column determines 

whether the network is malicious or not. There will be a.csv 

file with rows representing the various networks' data and 

columns representing their characteristics. Since it indicates 

if a network has an anomaly or is benign, the 'label' column 

will have various values. Because of its machine-like nature, 

the ML model performs best when fed numerical data 

during training. The 'label' column's string values are thus 

transformed into numerical ones. Rows with the value 

'benign' in the 'Label' column will be changed with 0, as well 

as rows with names of malware in the 'Label' column will 

be replaced with 1, i.e., rows representing data from a 

network that contains malware. Next, eliminate empty 

columns and identify and remove null values from rows and 

columns. Since some of the preprocessing data may include 

values in text or string format, also it need to convert them 

to numerical values. The classification report is calculated 

from preprocessing data prediction. 

Data loading, preprocessing, and AI model implementation 

are all parts of the ML. Figure 1 displays three classic 

learning methods and a classifier ensemble method. 

 

Fig .1. Model framework for the proposed work 

3.4. Machine Learning  

The output obtained after preprocessing is used by all the 

ML models as input. This research uses three distinct 

classifiers—Logistic Regression, the XGB ML classifier, 

and the LGBM classifier work on 20% testing pre-processed 

data as well as 80% training pre-processed data. A set of 

train data was recycled to train the model parameter, and one 

set of unseen test data was used to test it. In this approach, 

it controls the parameters and avoid overfitting the model. 

3.4.1. Logistic Regression 

Anomaly detection using ML methods has become quite 

common in current years [18][19]. Network ID has found 

success using ML, and Anomaly-based ID is fundamentally 

a classification issue. The capacity for computers to learn 

new things without being explicitly taught is a key 

component of ML, a subfield of AI [19]. When it comes to 

ID in contemporary data settings, traditional ML approaches 

aren't up to the task because of their shallow design [20]. 

One method for making predictions is logistic regression, 

which uses the idea of probability. Classification difficulties 

are its primary use. Binary classification using a sigmoid 

function, or logistic function, for prediction is its main 

purpose. Logistic regression is really a classification 

method, despite what its name suggests. 

3.4.2. LGBM Classifier         

One histogram-based decision tree approach that boosts 

model performance while decreasing machine execution 

time and memory use is LGB. According to [21], compared 
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to added boosting ensemble decision tree algorithms, 

LGBM is much more optimised. The algorithm for learning 

has been significantly enhanced, making it quicker, more 

dispersed, and more powerful. LGBM can effectively 

handle large-scale data flow [22]. To train decision trees and 

calculate the superlative split, LGBM employs a histogram-

based approach and a pre-sorted technique, as do many 

other boosting algorithms [23]. The two novel techniques 

that LGBM uses are Exclusive Feature Bundling (EFB) and 

Gradient-based One-Side Sampling (GOSS). GOSS divides 

the data samples in order to find a split value by down-

sampling the instances according to the magnitude of the 

gradients. The model is designed to focus on big gradient 

data and exclude small gradient samples. Undertrained 

samples have big gradients, while well-trained samples have 

tiny ones. In terms of accuracy, this technique outperforms 

uniform random sampling. Conversely, EFB overcomes the 

drawbacks of conventional algorithms that rely on 

histograms. Unlike other decision trees, LGBM grows by 

adding nodes, or leaves, at the top (best first). Figure 3 

shows the decision tree's development, leaf by leaf. The 

nodes that are green in this picture indicate the places where 

trees grow. The greatest possible delta value should be used 

for the leaf-wise expansion. Several ML issues, including 

classification, regression, and decision making, may be 

solved using LGBM [24]. There is less room for mistake or 

loss when trees are grown leaf-wise as opposed to level-

wise.  

3.4.3. XGB Classifier                        

The observations show that the XGB method uses very few 

resources for computing and takes very little time for 

training. Malware detection was also shown to be 

successful. Despite its apparent usefulness, the XGB 

technique has been used in very few ML classifiers. This 

system's suggested usage of the XGB algorithm to identify 

malware in an IoT setting will allow researchers to test the 

algorithm's limits. In order to train the XGB ML classifier 

will be using the CICIDS-2017, which achieved excellent 

results when applied to nine networks for anomaly detection 

ML model training. In order to prepare the datasets for 

training the XGB model will preprocessing the data and 

choose the most relevant preprocessing data. 

These two desktop apps take the preprocessing data as input, 

detect when a button is pressed, and then feed the inputs to 

the trained XGB classifier that is loaded. The classifier then 

creates an output. The detection result will be shown on the 

desktop app's UI based on the classifier's output. The output 

will show the words "Malware detected" if the 

preprocessing data input corresponds to a network with 

malware, and "Normal" if the network is malware-free. 

Algorithm 1 Proposed XGB-IDS  

Input: CICIDS dataset 

Output: Predict intrusions 

1. Begin 

2. For individually rows in dataset 

3. Do Data Cleaning 

4. Eliminate redundant, unrelated and fewer valuable 

cases  

5. Fill the absent rate  

6. Step 2: Data Transformation 

7. If (null or non-numeric values)  

8. Then 

9. Transform categorical data into numeric  

10. Else 

11. One-hot encoder () 

12. Step 3: Data Pre-processing 

13. Remove less useful or irrelevant pre-processing 

data 

14. Step 4: Data Evaluation as well as Training 

15. For collectively Learning Process Do 

16. Divide the dataset into   Test data along with Train 

data  

17. Train input data 

18. End for 

19. Compare prediction results 

20. Step 5: Final Model 

21. Predict final results 

22. end  

3.5. X-AI Model (LIME) 

To make the model more explainable, the LIME model was 

integrated into the ML pipeline that was created. LIME can 

accurately describe several ML algorithms for regression 

predictions by using the change in feature values of a data 

sample. This turns each article value into the predictor's 

contribution. For each data sample, an interpreter may 

provide a local perspective. Logistic Regression, the XGB 

ML classifier, and the LGBM classifier are often suggested 

as advanced methods to be used when accuracy has to be 

increased. (25, 26, 27). 

Following the use of LIME, the model clarifies classifier 

issues. By manipulating the input data samples as well as 

seeing the resulting changes in predictions, the LIME 

method provides insight into a black-box model used in ML. 

It is possible to understand the predictions made at one place 

using the simple model by simulating the complicated 
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model's behaviour at another place using the LIME model. 

With LIME, you can work with Tableau, text, and picture 

data types. The results shows how LIME interpreted the 

CICIDS 2017 data. 

The LIME algorithm described. 

• There must be n instances of disruption without a little 

change in value for an explanation to be necessary. In 

order to create a local linear model around the altered 

observation,  

• LIME uses this fabricated data. 

•  The results of the data that has been altered are 

anticipated. 

• Find out how far away each affected observation is from 

the first observation. 

• Find the score of similarity using the distance. 

• The next step is to figure out how to best depict the altered 

data predictions using the preprocessing data. 

• Using the preprocessing data that was chosen, a model is 

fitted to the perturbed data. 

• The results are defined by the basic model's coefficients, 

which are also called weights. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Confusion Matrix 

For ML classification situations where the output can be two 

or more modules, a confusion matrix is a performance 

metric. 

A prediction is created once the ML model has been trained 

with the provided dataset as well as  dealt with the numerous 

attacks characterized through confusion matrices using a 

Logistic Regression, XGB, and LGBM classifiers, as well 

as a classifier. Information from a confusion matrix is used 

to compute the evaluation reports for each classifier, 

including accuracy, precision, recall, and f1 score.  

4.2. Accuracy 

The following formula may be used to calculate accuracy 

using a confusion matrix in equation (1): 

Acc =
𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃

TN+TP+FN+FP
                                                                   

4.3. Precision 

Using confusion matrix precision is designed, as follows in 

(2): 

Precision =
TP

TP+FP
                                                                       (2) 

 

 

4.4. Recall 

The recall calculation is finalised using the confusion 

matrix, with the following procedure in (3): 

recall =
TP

TP+FN
                                                                    (3) 

4.5. F1 Score 

The F1 Score metric, a harmonic ratio, assists in achieving 

a balance between recall and accuracy. (4) equates the F1 

score. 

F1 score = 2 ∗

(
precision∗recall

precision+recall
)

 

4.6. Discussion 

Python will be used to implement the system that is being 

presented. Information retrieved from the Python 'pandas' 

package. The CICIDS-2017 dataset underwent feature 

selection using the 'SelectKBest' method imported from the 

'sklearn' package. The function 'XGBClassifier ()' from the 

'sklearn' library is imported to load. 

The suggested model is contrasted with other classifiers in 

this section. Table 1 displays the outcomes of the 

comparison. Logistic regression, XGB, and LGBM were the 

three ML models used in this experiment. Almost identical 

in accuracy, with only subtle variations, were all of the 

models. Table 1 shows accuracy of 0.94 using an XGB 

classifier, as shown in the comparison of data below. 

Table 1. Comparison Table 

Method Classes 
precisio

n 

recal

l 

F1-

scor

e 

Suppor

t 

  0 0.67 0.76 0.72 7384 

  1 0.78 0.7 0.74 9083 

Logistic 

Regressio

n 

Accurac

y 
    0.73 16467 

  Macro 

avg 
0.73 0.73 0.73 16467 

  Weighte

d avg 
0.73 0.73 0.73 16467 

  0 0.9 0.96 0.93 7384 

  1 0.96 0.91 0.94 9083 

  
Accurac

y 
    0.93 16467 

LGBM 
Macro 

avg 
0.93 0.94 0.93 16467 

  
Weighte

d avg 
0.94 0.93 0.93 16467 

  0 0.91 0.95 0.93 7384 

XGB 1 0.96 0.92 0.94 9083 
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Accurac

y 
    0.94 16467 

Macro 

avg 
0.93 0.94 0.94 16467 

Weighte

d avg 
0.94 0.94 0.94 16467 

 

 

Fig.2. Comparison models and results 

Figure 2 is a bar graph that shows the results of comparing 

all of the ML models that were employed in this research. 

On a scale from 0 to 1, the best outcomes are those that are 

closest to 1.  

The LIME observations for the logistic regression, XGB, 

and LGBM algorithms are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, 

respectively. LIME explains the initial assignment of the 

probability. In order to determine the forecast, the actual 

class of the dependent variable is compared with the 

likelihood values. Additionally, there was a significant 

difference in the weights that the various algorithms 

assigned to each characteristic. Next, the feature-value table 

was colour-coded to show that each feature was either 

orange (DDOS), blue (NOT1), or not present (BENIGN). 

On its own, the Feature-Value table displays the real feature 

values for that specific record of LIME observation across 

all ML models: 

  

 

 

 

Fig.3. Logistic Regression 

 

 

Fig.4. XGB 

 

Fig.5. LGBM 

5.  Conclusion and Future Work 

Logistic Regression, the XGB ML classifier, and the LGBM 

experiments are some of the ML methods suggested in this 

research for use in an IDS. By using a classifier, an 

ensemble approach, it was possible to train these models 

accurately. According to this research, trust is crucial for 

successful interactions between humans and machines. 

LIME provides a straightforward and easy-to-understand 

description of predictions using a modular and extensible 

methodology. Having a clear understanding of prediction is 

0
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crucial when choosing representative models. It helps with 

model selection, trust evaluation, fixing unreliable models, 

and understanding forecasts aimed at both system specialists 

and those without specialised training. In order to 

comprehend the model's forecast, this training suggests 

using a LIME explainable framework after training a 

collection of ML models. The IDS prediction accuracy was 

enhanced by the ML ensemble, and the prediction 

performance of the LGBM, XGB, and Logistic Regression 

methods was shown in the LIME explanation graphs.  

Extension of this work to apply explainability to DL-based 

IDS analysis is possible; other XAI models like SHAP, 

AIX360 as well as Deep Lift might also be explored. An app 

for analysing data in real-time and evaluating the 

performance of predictions is also in the works. We want to 

use XAI in the future on a number of complicated datasets, 

including ToN_IoT.  
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